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Happy Friday!
A few views to ponder this weekend:
Inflationary pressures - are you feeling the pinch?
The Final Four - Finally!
Hard-to-find talent - we can help!
One Fun Fact!

Prices up…

Steady upward trend!

Our thought bubble: we’re facing increasing prices across the board except for ours. And, we’re feeling the pinch as we look for areas to make
cuts to avoid raising prices. We are committed to retaining high-quality
least-cost services.
Yes, but: we’ve had some challenges lately - the quality of our product
has suffered as fact-checking has slipped. We didn’t attend to the details.
So what? It’s tough to reduce costs when adding structure to ensure
quality!
Why it matters: Credibility and trust have been impacted, and we’re
recovering with a renewed commitment to getting things right. While our
retained search services continue in the normal high-quality mode, our
consulting services are undergoing major review to ensure that our
output meets or exceeds the exacting needs of our clients.
The bottom line: We’ve refined systems and improved fact-checking to
ensure accuracy. We’ve held our prices - and will continue to do so. The
customer rules!

The Final Four!

Our thought bubble: the playoffs are nearing an end. Womens’
champs on Sunday; Mens’ champs on Monday. BIG weekend!
No more major upsets: The cinderella 15th seed was eliminated from
the mens’ series, so we’re down to all 1 and 2-seeds. No surprises with the
women. So, the games should be excellent.
And, the Masters looms over the horizon!
The bottom line: the best TEAM will win. and, that’s a great reminder
for all of us. Paying attention to the team is key to success. Gives some
thanks to yours!

Where are they?

Go deeper!

The big picture: Unemployment is reaching record lows while job
seekers dwindle. Hard-to-find skills are sitting below the radar.
Why it matters: Technical services require employers to extend their
reach to find sources to meet their demanding hiring specifications. Long
delays in filling openings can severely impact output. Sourcing qualified
candidates remains a serious challenge.
The bottom line: We can help! Since the inception of RDC Search
Consulting, our expertise in finding the needle in the haystack has been
untouched. Our extensive research - original for each project - expands
the candidate market each and every time. The result leaves no stones
unturned and the talent required is identified.
Go deeper: RDC Search is ready to help you!

One fun fact!

April Fools! April Fools’ Day has been celebrated for several centuries
by different cultures, though its exact origins remain a mystery. While its
exact history is shrouded in mystery, the embrace of April Fools’ Day
jokes by the media and major brands has ensured the unofficial holiday’s
long life.
Have some fun today!

Peace continues to elude Ukraine as more and more stories of heroism
and caring support fill the airwaves. The word of the week is HOPE - that
peace becomes a reality and the economy settles to a level that people can
survive.
We extend our usual greetings to you for a restful, thought-provoking
weekend!
Stay safe!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!

Was this edition useful?

Click here to unsubscribe.

Like this style and format? Request access to Axios HQ — the tool and
templates you need for more engaging team updates.
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